1 - STARTING WITH TESS

Simple search for word marks

Advanced search for words plus design elements

Additional Search Options

2 - SIMPLE SEARCH

Specify if you on only want the singular term, or if you also want plurals

Specify if you want active marks ("live"), defunct marks ("dead") or both

3 - SEARCH RESULTS

Toggle between words & images

Note the repeats: these are all in different classes of goods & services
4 - TRADEMARK RECORD

List of applicable goods & services to which this trademark applies

Typed Drawing
Word Mark: SPIDER-MAN
Goods and Services: (1) COMIC BOOKS, PUBLICATIONS, COMIC STRIPS, AND MAGAZINES
Mark Drawing Code: 1A
Serial Number: 728101223
Filing Date: March 16, 1972
Current Basis: 1A
Original Filing Basis: 1A
Change in Registration: CHANGE IN REGISTRATION HAS OCCURRED
Registration Number: 0568987
Registration Date: May 29, 1973
Owner: MARVEL CHARACTERS, INC.
Assignee: CANDICE INDUSTRIES CORPORATION
Assignment Recorded: JUNE 1, 1991
Type of Mark: TRADEMARK
Type of Application: REGISTERED
Type of Mark: TRADEMARK
Register: PRINCIPAL
Affidavit Text: DECLARATION OF USE UNDER SECTION 8 OF THE MARK ACT, 1980
Renewal: 3RD RENEWAL 20130228
Live/Dead Indicator: LIVE

5 - SEARCH RESULTS (IMAGE LIST)

Word marks are "typed drawings"

Lion Aesthetics
BLOOD LIONS

LOVING LION BOOKS
GOLDEN LION
LIONSCALE

TWO LIONS
R

LION JACKPOTS
STRIPED LION
Lion-X

DESERT LION
LIONHEART
LION'S DEN

Image List view allows you to see images for trademark s in your search results